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LHD-type Magnetic Configuration
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We studied the burn control of deuterium-boron fusion reactor, in which the deuterium is primary fuel and
the boron is additional fuel. Though the fusion energy which boron generates through the proton boron reaction is
only (2∼ 5)% of the whole, repetitive injection of solid boron pellets realizes stable burning of a low-temperature
and high-density plasma. By adjusting the deuterium and boron supply amounts, a deuterium-boron reactor can
be adjusted in a wide range up to a high power output mode with reduced divertor heat flux, from a low power
output mode with a minimized divertor heat flux.

1 Introduction

At a deuterium-tritium reactor (DT reactor), power gener-
ation unit and fuel production unit are built in as a closely
coupled system. Therefore, hurdle to realize the high re-
liability and the high availability of a DT reactor would
be extremely high. On the other hand, the reliability and
availability of a deuterium-boron reactor (DB reactor) will
be enhanced dramatically, because power generation unit
and fuel production unit can be separated completely. Fur-
thermore, since it is not necessary to generate tritium at a
DB reactor, the vacuum vessel wall can be constructed with
only moderators and reflectors for neutrons. Structure of a
DB reactor is greatly simplified.

Reduction of divertor heat flux of a DT reactor, in
which only 20% of the fusion energy is released as a
charged particle energy, is still desired strongly. Burn con-
trol methods for stable operation of the high-density and
low-temperature plasma have been proposed [1, 2].

In a DB reactor, since (43∼ 63)% of the fusion en-
ergy (depending on the nuclear burning conditions) is re-
leased as charged particles energy (= Pc), stable con-
trol of high-density and low-temperature plasma with en-
hanced bremsstrahlung radiation loss (= Pbrm) from the
core plasma is essential, to reduce the divertor heat flux
(= Pcnd) . Since the boron which is the additional fuel of a
DB reactor has large charge number (ZB = 5), it increases
electron density andPbrm. Then, solid boron pellets injec-
tion in DB reactor have the similar effects as the impurities
(tungsten pellets) injection considered at DT reactors[1].
Furthermore, since the boron injected to a DB reactor are
burned off by proton boron reaction, there is no concern

that boron accumulates in the reactor core. Then boron
injection can be used in a steady state fusion reactor.

In a DB reactor, good confinement for high energy
particles (proton and3He), which are produced by DD and
D3He reactions, are necessary. Furthermore, stable con-
finement performance is necessary at sudden change ofZeff

(averageZ number of the plasma) andTe (plasma temper-
ature) accompanied with the boron injection. To this end,
the LHD type magnetic configuration which is produced
by continuous helical coils is suitable[3]. In this paper, we
use the magnetic configuration ofR0 = 15 m,Bax = 10 T,
Vlcfs = 2000 m3, andγ = 1.2, whereR0, Bax, Vlcfs andγ are
the major radius of the helical coils, field intensity on the
magnetic axis, the volume enclosed by the last closed flux
surface (LCFS) and the helical coil pitch parameter.

In Sec. 2, we describe the zero dimensional model of
a DB rector. In Sec. 3, we describe the numerical results
for the burn control of DB reactor by boron pellet injection.
We discuss the results in Sec. 4.

2 Zero dimensional model of DB re-
actor

Nuclear reactions of DB reactor fueled by deuterium and
boron are as follows.

D + D → p (3.03 MeV)+ T (1.01 MeV) (1)

D + D → n (2.45 MeV)+ 3He (0.82 MeV) (2)

D + T → n (14.06 MeV)+ 4He (3.52 MeV) (3)

D + 3He → p (14.67 MeV)+ 4He (3.67 MeV) (4)

p+ 11B → 34He (8.70 MeV) (5)
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Then the zero dimensional model of a DB reactor is re-
duced to followings with external heating source (= Paux).

dWp
dt

= Pc −
Wp

τiss95
− Pbrm + Paux (6)

dND

dt
= SD − ND

[
< σv >DT NT

+
{
< σv >DDpT + < σv >DDn3He

}
ND

+ < σv >D3He N3He

]
(7)

dNT

dt
= < σv >DDpT

N2
D

2
− < σv >DT NDNT (8)

dN3He

dt
= < σv >DDn3He

N2
D

2
− < σv >D3He NDN3He

− N3He

τ3He
(9)

dNp

dt
= < σv >D3He NDN3He+ < σv >DDpT

N2
D

2

− < σv >pB NpNB −
Np

τp
(10)

dNα
dt

= < σv >DT NDNT+ < σv >D3He NDN3He

+ 3 < σv >pB NpNB −
Nα
τα

(11)

dNB

dt
= SB− < σv >pB NpNB −

NB

τB
(12)

WhereWp is the plasma thermal energy density,

Wp =
3
2

[
2NT + 2ND + 3N3He +

(
Tp

Te
+ 1

)
Np

+ 3Nα + 6NB

]
Te × 1.602176462× 10−19 (13)

and other notations are the usual ones. Since proton are
produced by the reactions eqs.( 1, 4), it has high energy
tail component, which is approximated by high tempera-
tureTp. Energy confinement time is approximated byτiss95

with a improving factorhfct.

τiss95 =
0.2071513306× 10−8N0.51

e B0.83
ax V1.105

lcfs

(Pc + Paux− Pbrm)0.59R0.455
ax

×
( ι2/3

2π

)0.4
× hfct (14)

3 Burn control of DB reactor by con-
stant interval injection of solid boron

Plasma operation contours (POPCON) plot are obtained
by a contour plot ofPaux with given fuel sources (SD, SB)
and given fuel densitiesNB/ND in (Te, Ne) plain, at steady
state of eqs(6-12). In addition, the POPCON plot shows
the stability of burning, fusion output (Pc and Pn ), and
divertor heat fluxPcnd(= Wp/τiss95). If the operation point
is on the unstable point, slightly larger size pellets specified
by the POPCON plot are injected only for the case ofTe >

Tcntl.

A POPCON plot for a low power fusion output mode
with a minimized divertor heat flux is shown in Fig.1.
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Fig. 1 POPCON plot for minimized divertor heat flux:Tcntl =

39keV, (SD,SB) = (0.9, 3.2) × 1017 × Vlcfs(1/sec). Time
trace starting fromTe = 10keV is also shown.

An example of a high power output mode with re-
duced divertor heat flux is shown in Fig.2,
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Fig. 2 Tcntl = 36keV, (SD,SB) = (1.15,1.8)×1018×Vlcfs (1/sec).
Time averages at steady state arePc = 1.86GW, Pn =

1.16GW,Pcnd = 0.222GW.

4 Discussions

In the present paper, role of high energy tail component
of protons are approximated by high temperatureTp. The
calculation of reaction rate using the distribution function
of proton and3He obtained by a Fokker-Planck Boltzmann
equation is a future subject. Effect of spatial distribution of
temperature and density for burning condition is also inter-
esting. This work was performed with the support and un-
der the auspices of the NIFS Collaborative Research Pro-
grams NIFS13KNST062.
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